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136 2 Street SW
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got digital?
ACQUIRE AND RETAIN NEW CUSTOMERS
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Cooper
Pacific
Mortgage Investment Corporation

Real Estate | Real Investments | Real Returns

50

$

Plumbing Services
Furnace Repair
Drain Cleaning
Boiler Repair

6.77%
*Rates subject to change at the
time of printing.

CURRENT RATE
OF RETURN
FIRST MIC FUND

Service Call Fee

Diversify your Portfolio with our
No-Fee RRSP and TFSA Investments.

403-837-4023
info@officialplumbingheating.ca
official-plumbing-heating.ca

CALL US AT 1.877.475.2669
TO DISCUSS INVESTING OPPORTUNITIES

WWW.COOPERPACIFIC.CA

Exempt Market Dealer Services provides by Cooper Pacific Financial Services Corporation. This is not a solicitation to purchase
securities, which is being made under an Offering Memorandum that details risks and is available from our offices. Mortgage
investments are not guaranteed. Returns will fluctuate and past performance may not be repeated.

Brighten up your winter with DJD’s

January 19–29, 2023 at the DJD Dance Centre
AS PART OF THE 37TH ANNUAL HIGH PERFORMANCE RODEO

Tickets range from $43–$71

For more information, visit decidedlyjazz.com

TRUDIE LEE PHOTOGRAPHY

Featuring some new works, a borrowed piece,
and some favourite old DJD repertoire sure to
put a smile on your face.
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THE EAU CLAIRE COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION (ECCA)
About Us
The Eau Claire Community Association (ECCA) was
founded in 1992 as a non-profit organization dedicated
to maintaining and enhancing the quality of living in Eau
Claire. It is recognized by the City of Calgary as the official
voice of the Eau Claire community. The ECCA bylaws
define the purpose and direction of the ECCA and are
registered under the Societies Act of Alberta. The bylaws
are available at www.eauclaireca.com/about.
The community of Eau Claire is located adjacent to
the downtown commercial core, bounded by Prince’s
Island and the Bow River on the north and centre of 4
Avenue on the south, extending from the centre of 2
Street SW to the centre of 9 Street SW.

Mission
The Eau Claire Community Association strives to create
a vibrant connected community. Our approach to
planning and development is to enhance the quality of
life for our residents.

Vision
Eau Claire is a safe, clean and liveable residential
community proud of its natural environment. We are
supportive of social and recreational gathering places
and relevant businesses that support the community.

Membership
Membership in the ECCA is open to all residents. The
annual fee is $6 per household. The majority of Eau
Claire condominium complexes (and therefore their
residents) hold a membership, paid for by the condo
corporation. Business memberships are also available.
Strong membership empowers the ECCA to protect
the interests of our community. Issues of key interest
are planning, transportation and safety. The ECCA’s role
is to provide a voice for Eau Claire residents, to help
ensure that community interests are being considered
and that development is in keeping with the Area
Redevelopment Plan.

Connect with ECCA

Contact us at info@EauClaireCA.com
4
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CITY COUNCIL MEETINGS
Council meetings are usually held on Mondays starting
at 9:30 am. You are welcome to attend any public Council
meeting in person or watch remotely online through our
webcast page on Calgary.ca. Members of the public can
attend and speak to items during a Public Hearing which
are usually held once a month.
You may also attend any public Committee meeting.
Key Committee meetings are also available to be viewed
remotely.
• Public are strongly encouraged to follow Council
and Committee meetings using the live stream at
www.calgary.ca/watchlive.
• Public wishing to make a written submission may do
so using the public submission form at the following
link: https://forms.calgary.ca/content/forms/af/public/
public/public-submission-to-city-clerks.html?redirect=/
publicsubmission.
• Public wishing to speak are encouraged to participate
remotely. Contact the City Clerk’s Office by email
at publicsubmissions@calgary.ca to register, and to
receive further information on how to call in.

2-storey Wildwood VIEW LISTING HERE:
home with over 4,500
sq. ft. on 3 levels with
developed basement.

Call Len T Wong
at 403-606-8888
for more info.

SAVE A
BUNCH
OF CASH
Expert advice
Excellent rates
Many options
Better mortgages

Your Photos on the Cover?
We’d love to see some community photos in The
Current and even on the cover. Please submit them to
info@EauClaireCA.com with the subject line “Photos.”
• All photos must be taken in Eau Claire; if at an event or
festival please identify.
• No pictures of kids unless accompanied by a parental
release.
• If your photo is chosen for publication you will get a
photo credit in the issue.
• Photos must be 1MB in size and 300 DPI for print quality.

ANITA 403-771-8771
anita@anitamortgage.ca

Licensed by Avenue Financial
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MENTAL HEALTH MOMENT

The Nine Superpowers of a Hug
by Nancy Bergeron RPsych | info@nancybergeron.ca

4. Stimulates Thymus Gland
Hugs strengthen the immune system. The gentle pressure on
the sternum and the emotional charge this creates activates
the Solar Plexus Chakra. This stimulates the thymus gland,
which regulates and balances the body’s production of white
blood cells, which keep you healthy and disease free.
5. Nonverbal Communication
Almost 70 percent of communication is nonverbal. The
interpretation of body language can be based on a single
gesture and hugging is an excellent method of expressing
yourself nonverbally to another human being.

The past few years of limited physical contact have taken their
toll as something essential has been missing. We celebrate,
comfort, and show our affection with it. Yes, I’m speaking of
a simple hug. The average length of a hug is three seconds.
However, when a hug lasts at least 20 seconds, there is a
therapeutic effect on the body and mind. Psychotherapist
Virginia Satir stated, “We need four hugs a day for survival.
We need eight hugs a day for maintenance. We need 12 hugs
a day for growth.” There is a great deal of scientific evidence
related to the importance of hugs and physical contact. Here
are nine of their superpowers:
1. Stimulates Oxytocin
Oxytocin is a neurotransmitter that affects the brain’s
emotional centre, promoting feelings of contentment,
reducing anxiety and stress, and even making mammals
monogamous. When we hug someone, oxytocin is released
into our bodies by our pituitary gland, lowering both our
heart rates and our cortisol levels. Cortisol is the hormone
responsible for stress, high blood pressure, and heart disease.
2. Cultivates Patience
A hug is one of the easiest ways to show appreciation and
acknowledgement of another person. The world is a busy,
hustling-bustling place. By slowing down and taking a
moment to offer sincere hugs throughout the day, we’re
benefiting ourselves, others, and cultivating better patience
within ourselves.
3. Prevents Disease
Hugs have a direct response on the reduction of stress which
prevents many diseases. The Touch Research Institute at the
University of Miami School of Medicine says it has carried
out more than 100 studies into touch and found evidence
of significant effects, including faster growth in premature
babies, reduced pain, decreased autoimmune disease
symptoms, lowered glucose levels in children with diabetes,
and improved immune systems in people with cancer.
6

6. Boosts Self-Esteem
Hugging boosts self-esteem, especially in children. Tactile
sense is all-important in infants. A baby recognizes its parents
initially by touch. From the time we’re born, our family’s
touch shows us that we’re loved and special. The association
of self-worth and tactile sensations from our early years are
still imbedded in our nervous system as adults. The cuddles
we received from our mom and dad while growing up
remain imprinted at a cellular level, and hugs remind us at
a somatic level of that. Hugs, therefore, connect us to our
ability to self-love.
7. Stimulates Dopamine
Low dopamine levels play a role in the neurodegenerative
disease Parkinson’s, as well as mood disorders such as
depression. Dopamine is responsible for giving us that
feel-good feeling and is also responsible for motivation!
Hugs stimulate brains to release dopamine, the pleasure
hormone. Dopamine sensors are the areas that many
stimulating drugs such as cocaine and methamphetamine
target.
8. Stimulates Serotonin
Hugging releases endorphins and serotonin into the blood
vessels. The released endorphins and serotonin cause pleasure
and negate pain and sadness, and decrease the chances of
getting heart problems, help fight excess weight, and prolong
life. Even the cuddling of pets has a soothing effect that
reduces stress levels. Hugging for an extended time lifts one’s
serotonin levels, elevating mood and creating happiness.
9. Activates Parasympathetic System
Hugs balance out the nervous system. The skin contains a
network of tiny, egg-shaped pressure centres called Pacinian
corpuscles that can sense touch, and which are in contact
with the brain through the vagus nerve. The skin response
of someone receiving and giving a hug shows a change in
skin conductance and suggests a more balanced state in the
nervous system.
Make the new year a good one by using the superpower we all
have. But don’t forget to ask permission first!
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TAKE ON WELLNESS

What is Monkeypox?
from Alberta Health Services

Most people with Monkeypox infection will get a rash
or sores on their hands, feet, mouth, and genitals. The
rash can last 14 to 28 days. You can spread Monkeypox
to others from the time your symptoms start until the
rash goes away and your skin heals.
Who is most at risk?
You’re at risk if you have close contact with someone
who has Monkeypox (for example, you live with the
person or have sexual contact with them). You may be
at higher risk of getting very sick if you:
• Have a weak immune system
• Are under 18 years old
• Are pregnant

Monkeypox is a rare disease caused by the Monkeypox
virus. It can infect humans. It’s usually mild and most
people recover on their own after a few weeks. However,
some people can get very sick and even die.
Early symptoms may include:
• Fever
• Chills
• Swollen Lymph Nodes
• Headache
• Muscle Pain
• Joint Pain
• Back Pain
• Exhaustion (Feeling Very Tired)

How does it spread?
Monkeypox spreads through close contact with
someone who has Monkeypox. It may also spread if
you have contact with bedding, sheets, or clothing that
touches the rash and has virus on it. The virus enters the
body through broken skin or your eyes, nose, or mouth.
How can I prevent Monkeypox from spreading?
• Wash your hands with warm water and soap or use an
alcohol-based hand sanitizer often.
• Don’t touch your face, nose, or mouth with
unwashed hands.
• Cover your cough or sneeze into your arm or a tissue,
not your hand.
• Stay home when you’re sick or have skin sores.
• Practice safer sex (use condoms or other barriers
against skin-to-skin contact).
• Avoid close contact with people who have Monkeypox
and their clothing, towels, or bedding.
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HERITAGE STORIES

Chinese New Year: Celebrating a New Future for Calgary’s Chinatown
by Karen Paul, a Director of the Calgary Heritage Initiative Society and contributor to Heritage Inspires YYC

Chinese Cultural Centre (Calgary Heritage Initiative)

Our first Chinatown was settled as the homestead for
Chinese immigrants brought to build Canada’s first
transcontinental railway, the Canadian Pacific Railway.
First established in 1883 at 8 Avenue and 2 Street SE
where the Calgary Municipal Building is today, it was
relocated to 10 Avenue and 1 Street SW after the Great
Calgary Fire of 1886. In 1910, the Canadian Northern
Railway announced plans for a train station and a hotel
at the location of the second Chinatown. Speculation
drove up land and property values, resulting in landlords
selling their properties and displacing Chinese tenants
for a second time. Despite racist opposition, Chinatown
moved in 1910 to its third and current location at the foot
of the Centre Street Bridge. The first building occupied
was the Chinese-owned Canton Block, built by Chinese
business owners despite opposition by Calgary lawyer
James Short and others who promoted relocation of
Chinatown. This rare surviving example of the Edwardian
Commercial style remains as a community historic
resource. Completion of the Calgary Chinese Cultural
Centre in 1992 signalled Chinatown’s revival. Despite
racist discrimination over the years, Chinatown has
thrived, and the Chinese community has contributed
significantly to Calgary as a multi-cultural city.

community, completed the Chinatown Cultural Plan,
Calgary’s first such plan. It provides direction for
investing in Chinatown’s cultural future, considering
the unique experiences and amenities that the
community can offer. An Area Redevelopment Plan
lays out a comprehensive planning vision for sensitive
redevelopment in Chinatown.

Chinatown (Calgary Heritage Initiative)

Its residences and businesses are enjoyed by Calgarians
and visitors alike.

An important first step in building trust and
implementing the plan was the renaming of James
Short Park and Parkade to Harmony Park in November
2022.

In 2016, the “Tomorrow’s Chinatown” project was
initiated in response to redevelopment pressures.
In 2022, the City in close collaboration with the

2023, the year of the rabbit, marks the 100th anniversary
of the Chinese Exclusion Act, that banned immigration
of Chinese people to Canada until 1947.

8
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RESIDENT PERSPECTIVES

Stargazing with Pat J
by Patricia Jeffery © 2022. Calgary Centre of the Royal
Astronomical Society of Canada
What does a hunter, a bull, two dogs, a rabbit,
twins, seven beautiful women, and a Japanese auto
manufacturer have in common?

In Japan, this group of stars is known as Subaru, thus
it comes as no surprise that a stylized version of the
Pleiades was chosen by the auto company as its logo.
Its six stars symbolize the unification of five companies
into one.

Most people can locate the winter constellation Orion
by searching the southern skies for the three bright
stars that form his belt. But did you know this legendary
hunter from Greek Mythology has plenty of company in
the night sky?
Orion is chasing Taurus the bull. Like any self-respecting
hunter, he has two dogs; Sirius in Canis Major, his main
hound, and a pup named Procyon in Canis Minor. Sirius
would much rather pursue a rabbit named Lepus, who is
crouched at Orion’s feet, while young Procyon is playing
fetch with the Gemini twins Castor and Pollux.
So where are the seven beautiful ladies you ask? Well,
they are the Pleiades sisters, and they are in danger of
being trampled by the charging bull. Orion is trying to
save them in the hope of winning their affection.
While only six stars are easily visible to the naked eye,
the Pleiades are an open cluster of more than 800
stars that were born about 100 million years ago from
a gigantic cloud of gas and dust. The blue stars in the
formation are among the largest and brightest in the
galaxy. They are extremely hot and will burn out after
only a few hundred million years; a much shorter life
span than the billions of years our smaller, cooler Sun
will enjoy.
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TAKE ON WELLNESS

Eating Healthy in Winter and on
a Budget

Here are a few of our favourite ways to use canned
vegetables and fruits:

from Alberta Health Services

• Thaw frozen fruit such as peach slices, and then add
to yogurt or oatmeal for a breakfast or snack.

• Use frozen fruits in baking.

• Make an easy side dish from steamed frozen
vegetables.
• Use frozen vegetables such as peppers when making
a stir fry.
• When boiling pasta, add frozen vegetables such as
broccoli to the pot near the end of cooking, and
then top with pasta sauce after draining.
• Use frozen dark leafy greens such as kale and
spinach in an omelet or smoothie.
• Use canned vegetables such as green beans,
asparagus, carrots, and peas in pasta dishes or an
omelet.
• Combine canned vegetables and canned beans for
a quick lunch.
• Use canned corn, peas, or tomatoes in a stir fry.
• Use canned mushrooms or other vegetables in a
chili.
• Add canned corn to a quesadilla.

When it comes to choosing vegetables and fruits to
eat, a variety is best. By choosing a variety, you’ll be
packing your diet with fibre, vitamins, and minerals.
At mealtime, try to fill half your plate with vegetables
and fruits.
Fresh produce is always a healthy choice, but canned
and frozen vegetables and fruits are also good
options. Canned vegetables and fruits can last for
months and can be just as nutritious as fresh – plus,
they may cost less. They are also pre-washed, cut, and
cooked, saving you time when making meals.
Many types of frozen and canned produce are
available throughout the year, so even when produce
is not in season, there are lots of options to choose
from.
10

• Make a quick vegetable soup by adding canned
corn, tomatoes, and pinto beans to low-sodium
chicken broth.
• Top your favourite canned fruit with some yogurt for
dessert.
Be aware of the sodium (salt) and sugar content
in canned or frozen vegetables. Choose canned
vegetables with low-, reduced-, or no added sodium
and then rinse the vegetables before using to lower
the sodium content further.
Choose fruit canned in water instead of syrup or rinse
it if it’s in syrup. Choose frozen vegetables and fruit
without added seasonings, breading, sauces, or sugars.
The nutrition facts table can always be used to compare
similar foods. Aim for products that have less than 15
percent DV (daily value) in sodium or sugar.
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Gentle Intentions
from Alberta Health Services

Every January, there seems to be the pressure of
locking in New Year resolutions. Be kind to yourself
and instead consider setting some “gentle intentions.”
Without focusing on overwhelming changes, reflect
on smaller things we can do each day to improve
our wellbeing. This shift in mindset can set up more
sustainable, meaningful routines for 2023!

Helping Others
Everyone can use a helping hand from time to time.
Think about the ways you can be active and helpful
to your community. Why not surprise your neighbour
by shoveling their walkway or inviting them over for
a cup of tea!

Here Are Some Tangible Tips to Embrace:
Sleep
Create habits that help you get a good night’s sleep.
Avoid looking at screens before bed, write your
thoughts about the day in a journal, read a good
book, or take a mindful moment to relax before
getting some ZZZs.

Supportive Connections
Think about the natural supports in your life, like
friends, family, or members of your faith community.
Check in with them after the excitement of the
holidays is over. Rather than just responding, problem
solving, or offering advice, try to offer support by
listening.

Nutrition
You must nourish to flourish! Fuel your body in a
balanced way that feels right. Learn how you can also
support others by contributing to local food banks,
healthy food boxes, or community fridges.

Physical Activity
We know it will be chilly or snowy, so try to embrace
the cooler season! Enjoy a hot cocoa, visit your local
skating rink, or simply head out for a beautiful winter
stroll.
E A U C L A I R E I J A N U A R Y 2023 11

DOLLARS & SENSE

Fly Safely on Your Vacation
from the Better Business Bureau

Are you thinking about traveling by air for a few days?
Before Clicking the Button to Buy Tickets, BBB
Recommends the Following:
• Check current requirements for domestic and
international travel. In Canada, look for Canadian
travel advisories.
• Make sure everyone who is traveling has the
appropriate ID. Make certain parties traveling together
have a current compliant ID as required by the
provinces or countries you're traveling to.
• Read all cancellation policies carefully. Not all situations
require a full refund of the ticket value and fees if your
flight is canceled. Each online travel agency, airline,
and broker is different.
• Book tickets only after reviewing travel restrictions.
Save time and stress by reading the updated status of
restrictions on the Health Canada website.
• Consider trip insurance. Have a complete understanding
of what the policy does and does not cover.
12

• Be an informed traveler. Refer to the Department of
Transportation website for details on consumer issues,
filing complaints, and other aviation information.
• Avoid hidden fees. Read the fine print!
Flying isn't the only aspect of your trip to consider.
Here Are Some Other Travel-Related Resources from
BBB:
• Rental cars: Make your next car rental experience a
little easier.
• Hotel rooms: Learn what to keep in mind when
booking a hotel room.
• Travel agents: Know what to look for in a travel agent
and find one near you.
During the holiday or any time of year, find ways to
travel safely and avoid scams. If you plan to travel to or
from Canada, check for travel advisories. Remember to
report any suspicious activities to BBB Scam Tracker and
sign up for Scam Alerts.
For more information go to BBB.org.
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MP Calgary Centre

Greg McLean

445 – 1414 8 Street SW
Calgary, AB T2R 1J6
403-244-1880
403-245-3468
greg.mclean@parl.gc.ca
Dear Friends,
Happy New Year! I hope you and your family enjoyed the
holiday season.

Last 12 Months Eau Claire
MLS Real Estate Sale Price Update
Median Asking Price
November 2022

Median Sold Price

$ 388,800

$ 373,000

October 2022

$ 1,375,000

$ 1,335,000

September 2022

Many of you know that I have been appointed to the House
of Commons Standing Committee on the Environment. I
take on the role with aspirations as to how we address the
environmental challenges of a world of 8 billion people.
It also allows me a glimpse into the past, to see how we
got here and what changes we need to make to build a
better future.

$ 1,844,500

$ 1,650,000

August 2022

$ 349,900

$ 342,000

July 2022

$ 669,900

$ 650,000

June 2022

$ 514,900

$ 505,000

May 2022

$ 524,900

$ 515,000

April 2022

$ 692,000

$ 690,000

As we say, history is a great teacher. It’s illustrative
about what we’ve faced before and how we overcame
unforeseen challenges. It also brings some perspective to
our work. Much of this is very positive when we examine
the results around what we have accomplished.

March 2022

$ 428,000

$ 414,000

Here’s some good news:

February 2022

$ 462,000

$ 451,250

January 2022

$ 573,950

$ 545,500

December 2021

$ 424,900

$ 390,000

A century ago, approximately 500,000 people per year
died in weather catastrophes; last year, 18,000 people died
in weather events. Back then, the world had one-quarter of
its current population. So, our progress has saved, over the
years, millions of lives.

Last 12 Months Eau Claire
MLS Real Estate Number of Listings Update
No. New Properties

No. Properties Sold

November 2022

6

12

October 2022

13

7

September 2022

14

6

August 2022

7

7

July 2022

8

3

June 2022

13

6

May 2022

11

9

April 2022

11

6

March 2022

11

9

February 2022

14

4

January 2022

12

6

December 2021

4

5

To view more detailed information that comprise the above
MLS averages please visit eau.mycalgary.com

Our healthcare system has some challenges. Yet, most of
us receive excellent care. Our worldwide life expectancy
has doubled this past century. The medical advances that
are being brought forth have led to a quality of life that is
impressive. As someone told me, ‘My mother waited over a
year for a knee replacement – but her mother waited over
50 years and died before the technology arrived.’
I could go on, but I wanted to share these snippets of good
news with you so that we all maintain perspective as we
approach the issues that are going to confront us over the
next year.
To keep up to date on my work in Parliament, feel free
to visit my website, GregMcLeanMP.ca, and contact
me at Greg.McLean@parl.gc.ca or phone my office at
403-244-1880.
Greg McLean
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EAU CLAIRE COMMUNITY
REAL ESTATE ACTIVITY

YOUR HOME SOLD
GUARANTEED!*

Listed Sold

Median Price
Listed

Sold

$388,800

$373,000

November 22

6

12

October

22

13

7

$1,375,000 $1,335,000

September 22

14

6

$1,844,500 $1,650,000

August

22

7

7

$349,900

$342,000

Guaranteed Sale Program*

July

22

8

3

$669,900

$650,000

Trade Up Program*

June

22

13

6

$514,900

$505,000

Blanket Home Warranty Program*

May

22

11

9

$524,900

$515,000

April

22

11

6

$692,000

$690,000

March

22

11

9

$428,000

$414,000

February

22

14

4

$462,000

$451,250

January

22

12

6

$573,950

$545,500

December 21

4

5

$424,900

$390,000

Call to find out more about our
Innovative Consumer Programs
Virtual Tours

Accepting Crypto Currency
Call us to help you navigate through
the changing real estate world

Call or Text 403-606-8888
Email len@lentwong.com
*Guarantee is being offered by Greater Property Group.
Terms and Conditions Apply.

14

Properties

To view more detailed information that comprise the above
MLS averages please visit eauc.mycalgary.com
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BUSINESS
CLASSIFIEDS
For business classified ad rates call Great News Media
at 403-720-0762 or sales@greatnewsmedia.ca

OFFICIAL PLUMBING & HEATING: Small company,
low overhead, excellent warranties, and great rates.
Specializing in residential service and installs. Services
include furnace service and replacement, hot water tank
service and replacement, leaks, clogs, gas fitting, and more.
Licensed and insured. Why wait? Call today and get it fixed
today! Available 24/7, we accept debit/VISA/MasterCard.
Call 403-837-4023 or email info@officialplumbingheating.
ca; www.official-plumbing-heating.ca.
EAU CLAIRE MORTGAGE BROKER: SAVE A BUNCH
OF CASH! As a Calgary mortgage broker, I have helped
your neighbors navigate their purchase, refinance,
and renewal options. If you are looking for expert
mortgage advice, excellent rates, many options, and
better financing, Call Anita at 403-771-8771 | anita@
anitamortgage.ca | Licensed by Avenue Financial.

☑ CHECKLIST

9 PM

ROUTINE

• Remove valuables & garage door
•
•
•
•
•
•

openers from vehicles
Lock vehicles
Close overhead garage door
Lock door between garage & house
Close & lock all external doors
Ensure windows are shut
Turn on exterior light

To View Additional
Eau Claire Content
INCLUDING

News and Events
Real Estate Statistics
Crime Statistics
and More...

SCAN HERE

BRH HOME SERVICES (FREE ESTIMATES): Trusted for
over 40 Years - Doing It Right The First Time. Electrical,
plumbing, tiling, flooring, insulation, drywall, taping,
mudding, sanding, painting, carpentry, kitchen/
bathroom renos, locks, appliance installs, interior/
exterior doors, baseboards, trim, garage door repairs,
parging, decks, fences. If you don’t see what you want,
just call Richard at 403-481-1774.
NEIGHBOURHOOD CONFLICT? Community Mediation
Calgary Society (CMCS) is a no-cost mediation and conflict
coaching service that can help you resolve problems and
restore peace! We help neighbours be neighbours again!
www.communitymediation.ca, 403-269-2707.
Disclaimer: The opinions expressed within any published
article, report, or submission reflect those of the author and
should not be considered to reflect those of Great News
Media or the Community and/or Residents’ Association.
The information contained in this newsletter is believed to
be accurate but is not warranted to be so.
Great News Media and the Community and/or Residents’
Association do not endorse any person or persons
advertising in this newsletter. Publication of any
advertisements should not be considered an endorsement
of any goods or services.

Yip the dishes.
Come on!
Dinner’s
served!

Unsecured food waste attracts wildlife. Keep clever
coyotes hunting in the wild by ensuring garbage,
compost, and recycling are in secure bins.
Calgary Wildlife is a registered charity and the
only wildlife hospital within the City of Calgary.
We promote positive wildlife-human interactions by
giving educational talks at schools, community groups,
and associations throughout the city.

Please visit
www.calgarywildlife.org
for more information.

